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Discover the mysteries of working livestock with your dog.  This book was designed for the 
beginner enthusiast.  HERDING PRIMER will take you through the wide range of terms used 
in herding livestock.  In depth coverage of many concepts are easily understood with the 
many illustrations and photographs.   
 
The HERDING PRIMER is not a tutorial on how to train a stockdog.  It is a book that details 
many of the subjects that will help you understand what is going on with the dog, with the 
livestock and of course the handler during a herding session.  Herding Primer covers many 
subjects such as:  basic terms, what is pressure and how it influences everything, how to use 
a stock stick to communicate with your dog and the concepts of driving and flanking.  That is 
all in the first part!  The second part deals strictly with why animals behave the way they do, 
why your dog does or does not do something and how your behavior and body language 
influences it all! 
 
Order your copy today!    Herding Primer comes in PDF format electronic file. 
 
$35 for the file.  I accept Money Orders, Paypal, Venmo and checks.  Checks may take 3 wks 
to clear the bank before I send the book.  Credit Card using Venmo or PayPal.  PayPal use 
jean464creates@gmail.com  OR Venmo is @Jean-Barrett-3.    Send Check or Money Order 
to    Jean Barrett  6783 Bell Heights Road  Derby, NY 14047    
http://thedogandewe.weebly.com  or email at  jean464creates@gmail.com 
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Refunds given if files are damaged and cannot be viewed.   Check, Credit Card(PayPal 
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